Abstract: Speech and singing voice discrimination is an important task in the speech processing area given that each type of voice requires different information retrieval and signal processing techniques. This discrimination task is hard even for humans depending on the length of voice segments. In this article, we present an automatic speech and singing voice classification method using pitch parameters derived from musical note information and f 0 stability analysis. We applied our method to a database containing speech and a capella singing and compared the results with other discrimination techniques based on information derived from pitch and spectral envelope. Our method obtains good results discriminating both voice types, is efficient, has good generalisation capabilities and is computationally fast. In the process, we have also created a note detection algorithm with parametric control of the characteristics of the notes it detects. We compared the agreement of this algorithm with a state-of-the-art note detection algorithm and performed an experiment that proves that speech and singing discrimination parameters can represent generic information about the music style of the singing voice.
Introduction
Discrimination of speech and singing is not an easy task even for humans, who need approximately one-second-long segments to discriminate singing and speaking voices with more than 95% accuracy [1] . When speech is repeated, rhythm patterns appear and repeated spoken segments are perceived as singing [2, 3] . Even if singing and speech are closely related and difficult to be distinguished by humans, speech technologies developed for spoken speech are not directly applicable to singing speech. In general, results deteriorate heavily when using classic automatic speech recognition [4] or phonetic alignment [5] methods with singing speech. Therefore, when dealing with recordings that contain both types of speech, some tool must be designed to identify them in order to apply the technique suitable for each type of voice. Many works have addressed the problem of speech and music discrimination [6] [7] [8] [9] , but these techniques are not directly applicable in the case of a capella singing because they exploit the presence of music.
There are two different tasks related to the automatic discrimination of singing and speech: classification, when each segment (or file) belongs to only one class and segmentation where both classes are present in the same file and have to be first separated and then classified. For the classification step, short-term and long-term features extracted from the audio signal have been traditionally used. With the use of short-term features, the signal is classified at frame level and then decisions for different frames must be combined to obtain a single decision for each segment. Most works, however, rely on long-term parameters related to pitch to discriminate speech and singing. For instance, distribution of different pitch based features was tested in [10] and most of them achieved correctly classifying more than half the database. The best results in this work were obtained for autocorrelation of pitch between syllables. Pitch and energy related features were also fed to a multi-layer Support Vector Machine (SVM) in [11] and the pitch related features contributed the most to the discrimination. Thomson [12] proposed to use the discrete Fourier transform of the pitch histogram to estimate the distribution of pitch deviations that should have lower variance for singing than for speech and obtained very good results.
Some works combine short-term features related with the spectral envelope and long-term features related with prosody to train Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) and distinguish speech and singing. In [1] , the authors found that short-term features work better for segments shorter than 1 s and pitch related features obtain the best results for segments longer than 1 s. On the contrary, the work in [13] finds that spectral features work better than pitch based ones when used alone in their database composed of segments between 17 and 26 s. Regardless, they obtained the best results when combining both types of features. In [14] , a large set of 276 attributes related with spectral envelope, pitch, harmonic to noise ratio and other characteristics and a ensemble of classifiers are proposed to classify singing voice, speech and polyphonic music and get very good results.
As mentioned before, a related problem that has been studied in more depth is the separation of the singing voice from the background music. In this area, different strategies have been applied. Many works are based on the use of pitch related information. For instance, in [15] and with the goal of melody extraction, the use of a joint detection and classification network to simultaneously estimate pitch and detect the singing voice segments in a music signal is proposed. Pitch information is also exploited in an iterative way to detect singing voice in a music signal using a tandem algorithm in [16] . Other works apply voice activity detection, like [17] where the authors propose to separate the singing voice from the instrumental accompaniment using vocal activity information derived with robust principal component analysis. Spectral information has also been used, as in [18] where Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) Networks are applied to separate singing from the musical accompaniment in an online way. Deep neural networks are also considered in [19] where a Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (BLSTM) Network is applied to enhanced vocal and music components separated by Harmonic/Percussive Source Separation [20] . However, these techniques usually exploit the differences between vocal signals and signals produced by music instruments. In general, they are not well suited for speech and singing separation [11, 12] , which is the problem we want to address in this work.
We are interested in singing and speech segmentation because it is a basic tool necessary to deal with recordings from bertsolarism. Bertsolarism (bertsolaritza in Basque) is the art of live improvising sung poems typical in the Basque Country. The host of the bertsolarism show proposes the topic for the improvised verses and introduces the singer. Then, the singer has to create a rhymed verse about the proposed topic and sing it with a melody that fits the defined metre. The singers are called bertsolari and they have to perform a capella, without the support of any musical instrument. The main goal is to produce good quality verses and not to sing on tune, so most bertsolaris are not professional singers. Bertsolarism associations provide access to many recorded live sessions of bertsolaritza together with the corresponding transcriptions and metadata. The recordings of the live shows include speech from the host, sung verses and overlapped applauses and, consequently, a good segmentation system is required to isolate the segments of interest.
In this paper, we propose a new technique to segment speech and singing using only two parameters derived from the pitch curve. The technique is applied to a Bertsolaritza database and a database of popular English songs and compared with other techniques proposed in the literature. Experiments show that the proposed segmentation algorithm is fast, robust and obtains good results. A novel algorithm to automatically label notes in the audio file is also proposed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the datasets and describes the proposed segmentation system, including the algorithm developed to assign a musical note label to each audio frame. Section 3 describes the experiments and results of both algorithms and compares them to other techniques for note labelling and speech/singing voice classification. Finally, Section 4 discusses our findings.
Materials and Methods

Datasets
There are very few publicly available datasets that contain monophonic singing (MIR-1K [21] and the Singing Voice Audio Dataset [22] for instance) and even fewer datasets that contain both spoken and singing speech. In fact, we have only found the NUS Sung and Spoken Lyrics Corpus [23] that is not completely suitable for our task because the files it contains are mono-class, i.e., they contain either speech or singing. Our goal is to separate speech segments from singing segments contained in the same recording, so we have used our Bertsolaritza database [24] to develop and train the algorithms. These algorithms have then been tested both in Bertsolaritza and NUS databases.
The Bertsolaritza database contains 2095 Basque audio files from 187 different singers and has a total duration of 59 h, 10 min and 40 s. The whole database has been manually labelled to separate singing from speech, resulting in 53 h, 22 min and 38 s of singing voice and 5 h, 48 min and 2 min of speech. The metadata that come with the recordings have information about all the singer identities, but the host identity is only annotated if he or she also sings to introduce the topic for the verses. It was not feasible to manually label the identities of the rest of hosts, therefore we decided to use an approximate method to create the host labels for the metadata that were missing. Recordings are separated in sessions that correspond to different places and dates. We decided to assign the same speaker to all the recordings of one session, as usually there is only one host in each bertsolaritza show. We also classified the genre of the hosts by applying a threshold to the average value of the f 0 in such a way that speakers with an average f 0 value higher than the threshold are considered female and male, otherwise. The optimal threshold to define the genre of a host has been defined using the hosts whose identity was present in the metadata (31 different speakers in 54 sessions, with a total duration of 15 min and 5 s). Table 1 shows the classification results obtained using different thresholds, where 250 Hz is the value that gets best F-score, so we used this value to automatically label the genre of hosts in the recordings that lacked this information. With metadata available for all the singers and hosts, the final database contents are shown in Table 2 . In most cases, speakers either sing or act as host, but, as we have already commented, some hosts give the topic for the improvised verses singing as well. These hosts appear in the recordings both singing and speaking.
In the NUS database, each participant sings and reads the lyrics of four different well-known songs in English. There are 20 different songs in the database that includes 6 male and 6 female participants. All the participants are professional singers. Each recording contains either speech or singing voice and we used a Gaussian Mixture Model-Hidden Markov Model (GMM-HMM) based Voice Activity Detector (VAD) explained in Section 2.2.1 to obtain the voice segments and labelled them with the type of the recording. Table 2 . Number of speakers and singers in the Bertsolaritza database. Female  33  43  1  9  86  Male  140  528  13  28  709   Total  173  571  14  37 Both databases have 44.1 kHz sample rate and have been downsampled to 16 kHz and converted to Windows Pulse Coded Modulation (PCM) files. The database cannot be distributed, but the recordings and metadata are available online (Metadata search https://bdb.bertsozale.eus/en/web/ bertsoa/bilaketa) (Examples of signals contained in the Bertsolaritza database can be accessed at https://bdb.bertsozale.eus/en/web/bertsoa/view/14sdqg).
Singer Host Singers Who Host Hosts Who Sing Total
In the Bertsolaritza database, there are no mixed segments, i.e., all the frames in each segment identified by the VAD belong to the same class. As stated above, in the NUS database, each segment contains frames of only one class also.
As expected, singing speech segments have longer durations than spoken speech segments in both databases (5.03 ± 2.67 and 2.30 ± 1.74 s, respectively, in the Bertsolaritza database and 3.83 ± 2.21 and 1.92 ± 1.06 s in the NUS database). The distributions of segment durations in both databases are shown in Figure 1a ,b. In the NUS database, the linguistic content is the same in singing and speech segments. On the contrary, in the Bertsolaritza database, linguistic content is different and both classes are heavily unbalanced. Nevertheless, both databases exhibit the similar behaviour with respect to duration distribution. 
Proposed Segmentation System
The scheme of our speech/singing segmentation system is shown in Figure 2 . In the first step, a GMM-HMM VAD is applied to the Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) features to locate voice segments. Then, the pitch contour is extracted and a smoothing process is applied on it to remove vibrato effects. Using the smoothed contour, we detect note areas using our algorithm described in Section 2.2.2 and we calculate the voicing and note percentages in each segment. Finally, a statistical classifier is used to assign the correct class to these percentage parameters. 
GMM-HMM Based VAD
In the VAD of the proposed system, three possible classes are defined as output in each acoustic frame: voice, applause or silence. We decided to split applause and silence in two separate classes because applause is common in our Bertsolaritza database and the acoustic nature of both classes is very different. The classification of recordings is made using a frame-level GMM with an HMM post-smoothing [25] . We used 13 MFCC values with ∆ and ∆ 2 values calculated applying a 25 ms window and 10 ms frame period. For the initial frame classification, independent GMMs are trained per each class using Expectation Maximization [26] . Frames are classified using these GMMs, but this frame level classification can create fast label changes that do not fit well to the data. This is why we used an HMM to smooth the resulting sequences. The HMM has fixed transition probabilities and forces the frame labels to remain in the same class for minimum durations depending on the likelihood values of the GMMs. We used a probability of 0.0001 outside the transition matrix diagonal for this purpose. To classify the segments, the likelihood of observation provided by each model is calculated using expression (1):
where o is the MFCC vector, w ij , µ ij , Σ ij are the weight, mean and diagonal covariance of the component j of the state s i and M is the number of Gaussian components.
Note Detection Algorithm
Our algorithm to detect note areas uses the premise that music is a sequence of tones that need minimum stability and duration to be noticed as such. Compared with a state-of-the-art algorithm like Tony [27] , our method is much simpler, but, as we do not have any annotated data, we needed to devise a method that required the minimum supervision.
The first task is to map the pitch curve to cent scale [28, 29] taking as origin the lowest note that we consider may appear in the recordings. We use expression (2) to do the mapping:
where f re f is 440 Hz, the frequency of A 4 note. In a cent scale, a smoothing is applied to the pitch curve to neutralise vibrato variation within the notes. The smoothed curve is created averaging interpolation curves of local maxima and minima. Then, the smoothed curve is discretised to the closest ideal semitone as shown in Figure 3 . As a result of this process, the real smoothed f 0 curve (in blue) is substituted by the discretised curve (in orange). To detect notes in the discretised curve, we apply an algorithm that uses subsequence search techniques [30, 31] . We search sequences in the discrete curve that fulfil the minimum conditions of length and stability defined in expressions (3) and (4):
where s is the semitone subsequence, R is the maximum amplitude range and L is the minimum length. The detailed steps of the proposed algorithm are defined in Algorithm 22.
In Figure 4 , we can see how a note detected by the algorithm would look (green line) and how the rest of the voice sequence is split into two smaller sequences. These two new sequences will be added to the sequence list to be analysed recursively if they meet the duration requirements. In our database, the separation of speech and singing voice segments is clear, i.e., there are no adjacent boundaries between the two classes. To create a singing/speech segmentation system, we would have to artificially create new recordings that fulfil this condition and we considered that this would create undesired artefacts. This is why we address the problem as a binary classification of the voice segments detected by the VAD. The pitch parameters we propose for the classification of each segment are: proportion of voiced segments (PV) and percentage of pitch labelled as a musical note (PN). The pitch curve has been calculated using PRAAT autocorrelation method [32] with a frame period of 10 ms.
Voiced/unvoiced segments are obtained directly in the pitch curve where the relative value of maximum autocorrelation is used to take this decision. Stable musical note segments are found using our algorithm explained in Section 2.2.2. The features for classification are calculated according to expressions (5) and (6):
where N VF is the total number of voiced frames, N NF is the total number of frames labelled as a musical note and N T is the total number of frames, all of them calculated within the segment to be classified. Figure 5a ,b show the distribution of the proposed classifying features PV and PN in Bertsolaritza and NUS databases. In both cases, speech presents a more scattered distribution than a singing voice. However, good discrimination can be achieved when considering both parameters at the same time.
As a final step of the proposed algorithm, a classifier has to be trained with the vector containing these two parameters to obtain the final speech/singing classification. 
Results
Parameter Sensitivity of the Note Detection Algorithm
The note detection algorithm we explained in Section 2.2.2 has flexibility with respect to the characteristics of the notes it is detecting, namely different length and range values can be taken into account. In addition, different steps can be considered within each semitone. In our previous work [33] , we used ideal semitones of a 440 A 4 tuned scale to discretise the f 0 curve because we think this procedure ensures enough definition to analyse the stability of the curve. However, the algorithm in Tony uses three steps per semitone for more precision in the detection of note levels [27] . This prompted us to include the number of semitone steps as a variable to be considered together with the minimum length and maximum pitch range. In order to check if these configuration parameters have an important impact in the detected notes, we devised an experiment to test the sensitivity of the results to these parameters.
In this experiment, we applied our note detection algorithm with different minimum length, maximum range and steps per semitone to later discriminate speech and singing using the detected notes. We considered maximum ranges from 100 to 600 cents with intervals of 50 cents and minimum lengths from 50 to 450 ms with intervals of 50 ms. The dataset used is a Bertsolaritza database excerpt that was also used in [24] . To evaluate the classification, we used a 10-fold cross-validation with a joint F-score test. The F-score results with different note detection parameters are shown in Figure 6 . We also tested a method that does not discretise the pitch curve before sequence searching and finds sequences using directly the values of the f 0 curve. The F-scores obtained with this method are shown in Figure 7 . Figure 6 shows that, when the note algorithm parameters get closer to the values common in Western music [34] (minimum duration in the range of 100-200 ms and maximum pitch range between 100 and 150 cents), the discrimination between singing and speech improves. This means that the optimum value for the parameters has a strong relation with the style of singing that we want to discriminate from normal speech. The vertical resolution in Figure 6a is half of the resolution shown in the rest of the cases because one step per semitone does not allow for having different results between semitones.
We also tested the parameter setting where the possible semitone steps are infinite. This means that each sample in the f 0 curve is a possible semitone, creating a continuity in the sequence search that can completely ignore the discrete semitone scale. This option can help in the case of analysing out of tune singing. The results obtained with continuous semitone steps are shown in Figure 7 , where a similar pattern to the one observed in the case of using the discretised f 0 curve can be seen: the best F-score is obtained for the common values of minimum duration and maximum pitch range in Western music. The parameter combination that provides the best discrimination results for each of the different semitone step number is presented in Table 3 . F-score improves as we use more semitone steps and the best result is obtained with continuous f 0 , which corresponds to a situation where infinite steps are considered. Nevertheless, the differences in F-score are slight and, providing that the maximum pitch range and minimum note length have values suitable for Western music, the number of steps considered has a small influence in the results. To apply the algorithm to our recordings, we have defined the maximum range of the notes as 100 cents, the minimum length as 150 ms, and we have considered four steps per semitone. 
Comparison with a Standard Note Detection Algorithm
We have compared our note detection system with Tony, a state-of-the-art algorithm that uses HMMs with note onset, stable and offset states to detect notes in multiple pitch tracks calculated emphasising different frequency ranges. As our speech/singing discrimination algorithm only uses the 'note/no note' decision, we have compared precisely this aspect in the two algorithms. With this purpose, we have used the Bertsolaritza database explained in Section 2.1. We have labelled 10 ms spaced frames with a binary label (note/no note) with both algorithms and calculated the agreement between systems using the kappa score [35] in each audio file. The histogram of these scores is shown in Figure 8 . We can observe that the agreement between both note detection systems is strong for most files in the database, with a mean kappa of 0.73 ± 0.08.
Speech and Singing Discrimination
We have compared our algorithm with other methods training them in our Bertsolaritza database and using the NUS database for test purposes. We have selected methods that are suitable to work with segments of different duration as it is the case of Bertsolaritza database. We have trained three different GMM classifiers: one with the first difference of f 0 as suggested in [1] (∆ f 0 ), another with the distribution of the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of f 0 [12] (DFT-f 0 ) and the last one with MFCC parameters (MFCC). The details of the calculation of these methods are explained in [33] . In addition, we have also considered using note labels from Tony instead of our note detection algorithm for the calculation of PN parameter (Tony). In the proposed system, the statistical classifiers used as last stage have been the SVM [36, 37] and the Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) [38, 39] . None of these methods consider parameters related with the duration of the segment to classify, even in an indirect way. They use normalised histograms, percentage values and majority votes, which are parametrizations that do not depend on the duration of the segment and allow the classification of segments with different length.
The performance of the classifiers has been measured using unweighted Precision, Recall and F-score, defined as the macro-averaged measure parameter for each of the classes. We used unweighted mean of the score because our Bertsolaritza database is heavily imbalanced, with more singing segments than speech segments as seen in Section 2. Macro-averaging considers all classes equally and, in the case of imbalanced datasets, is more convenient [40] .
We have used the 5x2cv paired t test [41] with the structure shown in Figure 9 to compare the systems. To achieve this, we split the Bertsolaritza database in 10 sections with the only condition that all the segments of each speaker had to be in a single section. After this, we made five iterations of splitting the database in two blocks of five random sections with no block repetition. In each of the iterations, we created a first score by using one block as train and the other as test. A second score is calculated by rotating test and train, training set becomes test and vice versa. This gives us 10 scores in total (two per iteration) that are used to calculate the means and variance values presented in Tables 4  and 5 and the p scores in Table 6 . The procedure ensures that no speaker is present both in training and test block in any iteration. To test the generalisation capability of the algorithm, the NUS database has been classified using the algorithms trained with all the Bertsolaritza database and without any special adaptation. The results are shown in Tables 4 and 5 for the classification of singing and speech, respectively. Results using a SVM classifier are presented for our proposed method because it performed better than the EML classifier. GMM trained with MFCCs is the best method in the Bertsolaritza database, although differences in results with our proposed method are not statistically significant (see Table 6 ). When we apply this model to NUS database, it gets very good results for the singing class, comparable to our method. In the Bertsolaritza database, singing and speech are mixed in the same file, while, in the NUS database, each file contains only one type of voice. In the MFCC method, file-wise mean and variance normalisation is applied for the calculation of the MFCCs. If there are enough data with high speaker variability in the training database, the MFCC method can learn the characteristics of both classes and generalise to other databases. However, if data are not enough, this generalisation is not good [33] . The pitch-based methods ∆ f 0 and DFT of f 0 do not get good results compared with our system. We think that this is due to the presence of short voice segments in the database. The methods are suitable when long voice segments are present. The proposed algorithm and the one that uses notes detected by Tony have similar scores to the MFCC-GMM method in the Bertsolaritza database and all of them generalise well enough and get similar results in the NUS database. Although F-score results are similar, Precision and Recall values are not. MFCC and Tony methods get good recall for singing and therefore good precision for speech, but not so good values for singing precision and speech recall. On the contrary, our algorithm gets more balanced precision and recall values. The algorithm of Tony is designed to analyse singing voice and not speech. Therefore, it is likely that it has a strong bias towards a singing class when identifying notes. In the case of the MFCC method, the bias is due to the unbalance in favour of the singing class in the training data. To assess the statistical significance of the results, we calculated the p-value for the results of all the alternative systems when compared with our proposed system. Table 6 shows the p-values for speech and singing detection. Considering these values and a significance level of α = 0.05, the differences in performance of the proposed system is statistically not significant comparing to the MFCC system and it is significant comparing it with the rest of the systems. 
Analysis of Computation Times
We measured the time needed by each speech/singing discrimination method to train and classify the Bertsolaritza database using 5x2cv cross-validation. The processes have been run in an Intel Xeon CPU E5-2660 v2. The results obtained are shown in Table 7 .
We can see that all processing times are comparable, except for the one of the GMM built with MFCC. Considering that the proposed system has the best classification results overall, we can see that the better results achieved by the MFCC system are produced at the expense of bigger dimensionality and computation time. 
Discussion
In this article, we present a novel method of discriminating speech and singing segments using only two parameters derived from f 0 . The system has been tested and compared with two systems based also on f 0 analysis and another one based on spectral information in two databases with different characteristics. The proposed method gets better results than the other systems using pitch parameters and equivalent results compared to the spectrum analysis system. It has been also proven that the proposed one generalises the classification in other databases without bias to the singing class and has a lower computation time.
We observed that the two parameters used for the classification in the proposed system, PV and PN, are very discriminative in databases with diverse characteristics: different languages, singing proficiency levels, recording conditions and quality, etc. These parameters are also capable of classifying voice segments of short length and this provides a high flexibility to the classification system.
As a by-product, an algorithm to detect notes in a singing voice has been created. The algorithm is easy and intuitive to tune. It only uses three configuration parameters that are directly related with the characteristics of a specific music style, in this case, the Western music. The test has shown that the algorithm is able to cope with audio files containing music and speech segments. It is capable of obtaining musical information from the singing voice without trying to classify speech as singing. Other existing note detection algorithms are tuned to deal with music signals and therefore they try to find notes in all the segments they process. On the contrary, our algorithm has been designed expressly for detecting notes in signals with speech and music and it is not biased to any of the classes. We compared our note detection algorithm with the state-of-the-art algorithm of Tony and we have seen that the agreement between the two methods regarding note detection is strong.
The parameter sensitivity analysis of the note detection algorithm showed that changes in the minimum duration have more effect on the speech/singing classification results than the maximum pitch range. If the maximum pitch range considered is high, all the pitch variations in the signal would be included in the range and then the only parameter with influence on the results has a minimum length. When the minimum length considered is very small, the pitch variation inside the segment usually is not very large and then all segments are treated as musical notes, which gives poor speech/singing classification results regardless of the maximum pitch range applied. In general, the singing voice has a greater pitch range than speech, but it has smaller local pitch changes once the vibrato has been smoothed in the pitch curve.
For future work, we consider it interesting to apply the note labelling algorithm to different music styles and datasets and find the optimal values for the configuration parameters valid for other singing styles. It would be also very interesting to develop new objective measures for the evaluation of note detection algorithms. In addition, we are considering the possibility to test the potential of LSTMs for performing the note detection. 
